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ABSTRACT. The term “contemporary” in this article defines the period of the 16-century-old professional
philosophy in Georgia after 1953, when totalitarianism remained, albeit in its milder form. Along with the renowned
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Georgia is one of the South Caucasian countries. It is
an ancient land of Colkhis and Iberia. Georgia has been
frequently mentioned in the Greek mythology and litera-
ture as the Country of the Golden Fleece and Medea. How-
ever, few know that, according to the Greek intellectuals
Themistios of Paphlagonia (317-388) and Libanius (314-
393), at the beginning of the 4th c. AD an authoritative
Neoplatonic school already existed in Western Georgia,
where Georgians, Greeks and Armenians studied.

By that time, the country was officially converted to
Christianity by King Mirian in 337 AD [1]. Two Georgian
thinkers – Bakuri (4th c. AD) and Petre Iberi (5th c. AD),
Bishop of Gaza, have been mentioned in the Byzantine
original sources. According to E. Honigmann (1892-1954)
and Sh. Nutsubidze (1889-1969), P. Iberi was the real au-
thor of famous works by Pseudo-Dionysius the
Areopagite. The first attempt to establish a philosophi-
cal-theological system in Georgia belongs to Joane Petrizi
(11th-12th cc.). He is believed to have been a disciple of
the Byzantine philosophers Michael Psellos (11th c.) and
Johannes Italos (10th c.) [1]. This period is considered to
be the acme of Georgian culture. The theologians trans-
lated Plato, Aristotle, Nemesius of Emessa, Ammonios of
Ermios, Damascius, Maximus the Confessor, Dionysius
the Areopagite, etc. J.Petrizi translated and commented

upon “Stoicheiosis Theologice” by Proclus (5th c. AD)
[2]. He intended to create a theology “untouched by ma-
teriality” for Georgian culture. The secular poets of this
period (Chakhrukhadze, Shavteli) were well-acquainted
with Greek and Medieval theology. This period in West-
ern culture is defined by specialists as “the light of rea-
son” [3]. At that time, a sort of renaissance took place in
Georgia. But at the beginning of the 13th c. the Mongol
invasion of Georgia resulted in the collapse of Georgian
culture [4].

The revival of culture started in Georgia in the 19th c.
In 1827 S. Dodashvili (1805-1836) published in St. Peters-
burg the first part of his widely-planned philosophical
system “Logic” (in Russian) – that was obviously ori-
ented towards Kant. For Dodashvili the ultimate scope
of philosophy was foundation and realization of eternal
peace. The book was enthusiastically welcomed by news-
papers and journals in St. Petersburg and Moscow [5].
In 1858 Gerasime Kikodze (later the Bishop of Western
Georgia) published “The Principles of Experimental Psy-
chology”, cordially praised by Russian readers. In 1868
N. Nikoladze (1843-1928) successfully defended his doc-
toral thesis “Disarmament and its Economic Results” in
Zürich. As a positivist, he fought against Marxism both
in Georgia and in the West together with the anarchists.
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Among them was V. Cherkezishvili (1846-1925), whose
anti-Marxist works were translated into almost every Eu-
ropean language and into Chinese and Japanese, as well.
He was so influential that young Stalin (1879-1953), G.
Plekhanov (1856-1918) and K. Kautsky (1854-1938) criti-
cized him [6: 9].

The beginning of the 20th c. in Georgia was charac-
terized by increasing orientation towards the West. Aware-
ness of the great importance of science and education
was elevated, as well. In 1909 Geronti Kikodze (1885-1960)
graduated from Leipzig University and published a com-
pelling research “Nation, Language and Aesthetic Cul-
ture”. In 1910 he published a groundbreaking work, “The
Life and Ethical Ideal”. The author convincingly defended
Kant’s philosophy from Nietzscheanism (A. Chkhenkeli,
D. Kasradze, G. Robakidze and others) that spread in Geor-
gia after 1901, and from Marxism.

In 1909 D. Uznadze (1886-1950) defended his thesis
(Halle, Germany) on “V.Solovyov’s Theory of Knowledge
and Metaphysics”. He introduced the philosophy of life
in Georgia and founded the well-known Theory of Set,
highly appreciated by J. Piaget (1896-1977) [7: 95-135]. In
1979 A. Sherozia (1927-1980), in collaboration with phi-
losophers and psychologists (M. Mamardashvili,
V. Prangishvili, Sh. Nadirashvili, F. Basin), organized the
World Congress in Tbilisi: “The Unconscious - Nature,
Functions, Methods of Study” [8].

In 1913 an important Russian periodical “Problems
of Philosophy and Psychology” published Sh. Nutsu-
bidze’s research paper “Bolzano and the Theory of
Knowledge”, in which the author highly praised the im-
portance of the Czech philosopher B. Bolzano (1781-1848)
for the Philosophy of Future. Later, Sh. Nutsubidze at-
tempted to realize this possibility in his works [9]. These
books were praised by Western philosophers. The simi-
lar progress took place in other sciences. The country
was prepared for the revival of traditions of Gelati and
Ikalto Academies (11th-12th cc.) and for the foundation
of the University. In 1918, after World War I, Tbilisi Uni-
versity was opened. For 3 years (i.e. before the second
Russian invasion) the University had done much to re-
sist the Soviet regime and continue its existence.

Before the foundation of the Georgian Academy of
Sciences (1941) many fundamental works had been pub-
lished, of which some earned international acknowledge-
ment. Sh. Nutsubidze’s “Aletheological Realism”, S.
Danelia’s (1888-1963) “Philosophy of Xenophanes of
Colophon”(1925) and “Philosophy of Socrates”(1935),
K.Bakradze’s “System and Method in Hegel’s Philoso-
phy”, Petrizi’s (11th-12th cc.) translation of Proclus and
Commentaries (eds. Sh. Nutsubidze, S. Kaukhchishvili,
M. Gogiberidze) [10], Russian translation of Shota
Rustaveli’s “The Knight in the Panther’s Skin”. In 1941
Sh. Nutsubidze published a remarkable hypothesis on
Dionysius the Areopagite (5th c. AD), which was ad-

vanced independently 4 years later by the Belgian scholar
E. Honigmann (1892-1954). As it was customary in all the
socialist countries, Georgian philosophers were trying to
disguise their principles with the quotations from the clas-
sics of Marxism-Leninism. In spite of this, the aforemen-
tioned philosophers in Georgia could not gain the trust
of the government. Other branches of science were in
similar conditions.

In 1946 the Institute of Philosophy was formed at
the Academy of Sciences. It was a new centre in the
country for philosophical research that functioned side-
by-side with the Faculty of Philosophy at Javakhishvili
State University.

In 1950 All-Union debates on problems of Logic
started with K. Bakradze’s article [11]. The high level of
Georgian philosophers was obvious (L. Gokieli, S.
Tsereteli and others defended a position different from
that of K. Bakradze).

The term “contemporary” in the present article is
understood as the period of the history in Georgia and
other socialist countries that followed Stalin’s death
(1953). Earlier, in the same year, on the basis of a denun-
ciation sent from Tbilisi (against S. Tsereteli’s Dialectical
Logic accused of being idealistic) the defence of his doc-
toral thesis was banned by Stalin’s order. At that time
Tsereteli was Director of the Institute of Philosophy and
Head of the Chair at I. Javakhishvili State University. He
was dismissed from both positions. 16 years earlier,
S. Tsereteli’s teacher K. Bakradze was punished similarly.
When defending his well-known book “System and
Method in Hegel’s Philosophy” as a doctoral thesis
K.Bakradze was voted down, as his main proposition -
system and method in Hegel’s philosophy did not con-
tradict each other – was opposed to Engels’ opinion.
After Stalin’s death, both teacher and his disciple were
rehabilitated in Moscow. Totalitarianism, however, re-
mained in the Soviet Union, but in its milder form. This
situation was first used by aestheticians: Z. Kakabadze
(1926-1982), N. Chavchavadze (1923-1997), V. Kvachakhia
(1924-1982). They fought against the domination of the
so-called Socialist Realism, i.e., against the theory of de-
piction in Aesthetics. After hot disputes in 1955, they
were summoned to Moscow (to the Central Committee of
Komsomol), where they were instructed about the
strength of Marxist-Leninist world view, and nothing
more… That was giving some hope. Only the opponents
were discontented, they defended the Old Party style of
work and predicted the defeat of such a political system.
The encouraged K. Bakradze published the 2nd edition of
his book “System and Method in Hegel’s Philosophy” in
Russian and started to deliver lectures and seminars on
Contemporary West-European Bourgeois Philosophy. He
brought forward the principle of immanent critique of that
philosophy as the intensification of traditional ideologi-
cal critique in the Soviet Union: in 1960 K. Bakradze’s
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“Essays on the Newest and Contemporary Bourgeois Phi-
losophy” was translated and published in Polish and
other languages [12].

S. Tsereteli based his arguments on Plato’s analysis
of 8-sided relation between the One and the Not One in
“Parmenides”. He argued that the kind of proof as the
development of Cartesian Cogito has its self-own grounds
and reason. It, like Descartes’ Cogito, cannot be rejected.
S. Tsereteli’s works in Georgian – “On the Nature of Re-
lation between the Basis and Consequences” (1957),
“Rational Core in Hegel’s Theory of Inference” (1959),
“Dialectical Logic” (1965) were the way to construct a
new Logic [13]. In 1958 S. Tsereteli presented his paper
at the 12th International Philosophical Congress in Venice.

Doctor Communis of Georgian Philosophers,
Sh. Nutsubidze published 2 volumes of “The History of
Georgian Philosophy” (1956, 1958) [14]. He argues that
Philosophy in Georgia, started in the 4th c. AD, up to the
present has been significant for understanding Western
philosophy and its history. Defending this opinion, Sh.
Khidasheli, Sh. Nutsubidze’s supporter (1910-1974), pre-
sented a paper in Rome, at the International Congress:
“Plotinus and Neoplatonism in the Orient and Occident”
(1970).

It should be noted that by this time the traditional
interest in Ancient and German cultures remarkably
changed. K. Bakradze, an adherent of German culture and
philosophy, presented himself more as a follower of B.
Russell, rather than that of Hegel or Kant in the 2nd
edition of his book “System and Method in Hegel’s Phi-
losophy” (1958) [15]. Also in 1958, A. Begiashvili (1928-
1996), an already famous critic of Analytical philosophy
and K. Popper, returned from Moscow. Soon afterwards
his works were published: “The Method of Analysis in
Bourgeois Philosophy” (1960), “Modern Positivism”
(1961, in Russian), “The Problem of Origin of Cognition
by Husserl and Russell” (1969), etc. His works have been
translated into Czech and Slovak [16]. Ash Gobar
(Transylvania University) agreed with A. Begiashvili that
a futile attempt of Neopositivists to exclude philosophy
from Science would lead to conventionalism, this attempt
being arbitrary, unscholarly and non-philosophical [17].
To that type of research in Georgia belong the works of
S. Avaliani’s “Essays on the Philosophy of Natural Sci-
ences” (1967, in Georgian), V.Gogoberishvili’s (1929-1999)
“Philosophy of Pragmatism” (1966, in Georgian), and V.
Erkomaishvili’s (1932-2001) “Logical Positivism”(1974).
[18]. In 1996 S.Avaliani founded the Academy of Philo-
sophical Sciences of Georgia and the Annual – “Philo-
sophical Investigations”.

In 1959 E. Topuridze (1922-2004) [19], a remarkable
specialist of aesthetics, returned from Moscow. Her books
on Eleonora Duse (1960, Moscow), Benedetto Croce
(1967, Tbilisi, in Russian; 1978, Tokyo, in Japanese),
L. Pirandello (1971, in Georgian) and “The Man in Classi-

cal Tragedy” (1984, in Russian) significantly raised the
level of this sphere of knowledge in Georgia.

In 1956 Z. Mikeladze (1917-1993), K. Bakradze’s dis-
ciple, returned from exile. Together with L. Gokieli he gath-
ered a group of young scholars who worked on philo-
sophical problems in mathematics and mathematical logic
(M. Bezhanishvili, L. Mchedlishvili, and others). They
participated actively in international Congresses and Sym-
posiums in Russia and abroad, as well. Z. Mikeladze ed-
ited Aristotle’s works in logic and prefaced the book with
a significant introduction [20]. In 2006 Moscow Univer-
sity published M. Bezhanishvili’s book “Logic of Modal-
ity, Knowledge and Opinions” [21].

In the 1960s productivity of philosophy in Georgia
was sustained by inclusion of the well-known linguists: G.
Margvelashvili, G. Ramishvili (1932-1998), G. Lebanidze. G.
Margvelashvili [22], a famous writer in Georgia and Ger-
many alike, provided an original analysis of Hegel,
Heidegger, N. Hartmann in the aspect of language. He
published “The problem of Finality in the Ontology of N.
Hartmann and M. Heidegger” (1983, in Georgian), “The
Life in Ontotext” (1999, Berlin), etc. G. Ramishvili intro-
duced F. de Saussure’s Structuralism and V. von
Humboldt’s Theory of the Inner Form of Language to Geor-
gian readers. For many years, G. Ramishvili was an ac-
knowledged leader in these spheres in the Soviet Union.

In 1965 the All-Union Conference on the Problems
of Axiology in Tbilisi [organized by the deputy-director
of the Institute of Philosophy N. Chavchavadze and his
like-minded colleagues O. Jioev (1928-1999), Z. Kakabadze,
T. Buachidze (1930-2001), E. Kodua (1931-2002), O.
Bakuradze (1926-1986)] was the first victory over the of-
ficial position in the Soviet Union. This was the position
trying to prove that Philosophical Anthropology was an
anti-Marxist theory.

Two years later (in 1967), the eminent Georgian psy-
chologist and philosopher A. Bochorishvili (1902-1982)
formed the Department of Philosophical Anthropology
at the Institute of Philosophy (G. Tsintsadze, O. Tabidze,
A. Bregvadze, R. Balanchivadze, A. Bakradze). A. Bocho-
rishvili’s works: “Principles of Psychology” in 3 volumes
(1957-1962, in Georgian), “Phenomenological Aesthetics”
(1966, in Georgian), “Theoretical Principles of Philosophi-
cal Anthropology” (1976, in Georgian) have always been
trailblazers [23]. In 1989 G.Shushanashvili published “A
Critique of Phenomenological Ethics” [24].

The official “Socialist friendship” with Friedrich-
Schiller Jena University was successfully used. In 1970
the Chair of History of Philosophy at Javakhishvili State
University held a joint conference on Hegel. It was an
important stimulus for further collaboration in the study
on German philosophy. Various symposia and confer-
ences were held in Tbilisi (1974, 1984, 1988). A group of
Georgian philosophers was invited to Kaliningrad
(Koenigsberg) to participate in the celebration of the 250th
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anniversary of Kant’s birth (G. Tevzadze, G. Shusha-
nashvili, N. Kvaratskhelia, A. Popiashvili, R. Petriashvili,
G. Nodia). In 1982 a “Dictionary of Philosophers” [25]
was published in Berlin, wherein a number of articles
were written by philosophers from Georgia (Sh.
Khidasheli, M. Chelidze, G. Lebanidze, L.Mchedlishvili).

In 1970 G. Tevzadze presented a paper, “The Struc-
ture of Transcendental Apperception”, at the III Interna-
tional Kant Congress (Rochester, USA). His book
“I. Kant” was published in 1974 in Georgian (1979, in Rus-
sian). “Voprosy Filosofii”, Filosofskiye Nauki”, “Kant-
Studien”, “Deutche Zeitschrift für Philosophie”,
“Georgica” published articles on Georgian scholars who
worked on Kant [26]. In 1989 R.Shengelia’s interesting
monograph “Aesthetics and the Problem of Unity of
Reason in Kant’s Philosophy” was published in Geor-
gian [27].

1970 was a significant period for Georgian anthro-
pologists: Z. Kakabadze’s book “Man as a Philosophical
Problem” was published (Tbilisi, in Russian). After heated
debates this book won the first place on the All-Union
scale. 1971 it was translated into Chinese. The following
step in this direction was G. Bandzeladze’s book “The
Concept of Man’s Dignity” (1976, in Georgian; 1987, in
German). The author, a former party functionary, rejected
his previous position on the class nature of morality that
he had defended in his book “Ethics” (1963, in Russian)
[28]. On the basis of an ongoing dialogue on the above-
mentioned problems T. Pipia and O. Gabidzashvili held
an International Conference jointly with the Catholic Uni-
versity of Giessen in 1990. The participants were:
A.Hampel (Giessen), V.Bernet (Augsburg), H.Stingle
(Wiesbaden) and others. The well-known Georgian lin-
guists Th. Gamkrelidze (presently President of the Geor-
gian National Academy of Sciences) and G. Ramishvili
participated in the discussions. A high level of the young
Georgian philosophers (L. Aleksidze, G. Baramidze, M.
Beriashvili, M. Bichashvili, I. Brachuli, V. Nibladze, K.
Katsitadze, M. Sanaya, Gigi Tevzadze, T. Pipia, I. Tsereteli,
A. Zakariadze and others) was noted. The papers were
published in Georgian in Tbilisi [29], some of them – in
Germany in the Proceedings dedicated to the 70th anni-
versary of A. Hampel [30].

In parallel with this process, the historians of phi-
losophy (Sh. Khidasheli, M. Chelidze, M. Makharadze)
with the specialists of Byzantine and Greek cultures at
Javakhishvili University (Rismag Gordeziani, T. Dolidze,
I. Garakanidze, A. Kharanauli and others) founded a semi-
nar, “Aristotelian Readings”. Biennial All-Union Confe-
rences were held in Tsalka (Georgia), where the majority
of population was of Greek origin. The initiators from
Moscow were: F. Kessidi and D. Jokhadze. The first con-
ference was held in 1979, the fourth and the last - in
1987. The developments in Georgia at that time made it
impossible to continue these gatherings.

Once again, with the help of German colleagues, the
following scientific event became possible: M. Beriashvili,
who had been working at Bochum University for years,
was able to make German scholars interested in the Geor-
gian philosophical culture. Special thanks are due to Prof.
Th. Kobush and Prof. B. Moisisch (both are Honorary
Members of the Georgian Academy of Sciences). They
provided everything they could (including financial sup-
port) to hold a Bilateral Conference in Tbilisi (1998) on
“Neoplatonism and Subjectivity from Plotinus to German
Idealism”. Meetings were held at Javakhishvili State Uni-
versity, at the University Hotel at Tabakhmela and
Sighnaghi. As acknowledged by Georgian (L. Aleksidze,
T. Dolidze, M. Beriashvili, M. Makharadze, K. Katsitadze,
M. Bichashvili) and German (Th. Kobush, B. Moisisch,
M. Erler, R. Zukhla, V. Goris, M. Enders, H. Meinhardt)
specialists the Conference had been held at high level
and was very useful for both sides. Both under- and
post-graduate students were present at the meetings.
Later, many of them went to Germany and studied there
under the guidance of Prof. Th. Kobush and Prof.
B. Moisisch. Among them, first of all, mention should be
made of T. Iremadze, G. Zedania, D. Dumbadze, I. Tsereteli
who completed the MA course at Bochum and now ac-
tively participate in the scientific and cultural life of Geor-
gia. In 2003, T. Iremadze (b. 1973) defended his doctoral
thesis (Faculty of Philosophy, Philology and Publicism
at Bochum Ruhr University) “Conceptions of Thinking
in Neoplatonism” (supervisors: Prof. B.Moisisch and Prof.
Th.Kobush). This work was published in 2004 as the
40th volume of “Bochum Philosophical Studies”. The
author demonstrated Petrizi’s importance for better un-
derstanding of the Middle Ages. A year later, T. Iremadze
received a scholarship at Weimar and wrote a significant
treatise entitled “Friedrich Nietzsche”. In 2006 this book
was published in Georgian. The same year T. Iremadze
published an article on Petrizi in the Stanford Encyclope-
dia of Philosophy [30]. Presently T. Iremadze is Head of
the Department of the History of Philosophy at the S.
Tsereteli Institute of Philosophy.

G. Zedania (b. 1977) defended his doctoral thesis in
2005 at Bochum: “Nicholas of Cusa - Researcher of
Areopagitas” (supervisor Prof. B. Moisisch). The work
was based on sudying the original sources and is now in
press. G. Zedania participated in a number of interna-
tional conferences and meetings. He has published sev-
eral significant works. At present G. Zedania is an Asso-
ciate Professor at I. Chavchavadze University and lec-
tures on the philosophy of the Middle Ages and modern
philosophy. G. Zedania is a skillful and accomplished
translator from English and German. Among others, he
has translated L. Wittgenstein’s “Philosophical Investi-
gations” with noteworthy and insightful commentaries.

D. Dumbadze (b.1975) is a representative of the
“Bochum School”. He actively participates in the scien-
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tific and cultural life of Germany and Georgia, publishes
essays in the Georgian and German languages, trans-
lates philosophical works from German and English into
Georgian. I. Tsereteli studied at Bochum (supervisor Prof.
Th. Kobush) and defended her thesis in 1999 (in Tbilisi).
She is a senior scientist at the Institute of Philosophy.
S. Ratiani (b.1967) defended his thesis in Tbilisi (2001).
In 2003 he worked under the supervision of the famous
phenomenologist B. Waldenfels (Bochum) on the prob-
lem of Body (Leib). He is an Associate Professor at
I. Chavchavadze University. S. Ratiani lectures on new
and contemporary philosophy. He has published a num-
ber of works in Georgian and German. Unlike the afore-
mentioned young scholars, Th. Tskhadadze is entirely
focused on English-American philosophy. She defended
her thesis (Tbilisi, 2006) on K. Popper’s Epistemology.
She was a visiting scholar at the Moscow (1998) and
Stanford (2004) Universities. At present Tskhadadze is
an Assistant Professor at I. Javakhishvili State Univer-
sity and lectures on contemporary philosophy. She is a
productive and well-known translator of K. Popper, O.
Quine, Th. Kuhn, N. Murphy, D. Donaldson, and others.

It should be noted that young philosophers actively
participate in the educational reforms of higher educa-
tion (Gigi Tevzadze, S. Ratiani, I. Tsereteli, G. Zedania).

Prof. L. Aleksidze (I.Javakhishvili State University)
is an acknowledged specialist of Ancient and Medieval
cultures. One of the results of her multi-year collabora-
tion with the well-known German historian V. Bayerwaltes
is a translation of I.Petrizi’s “Commentaries on Proclus”
into German, supplied with highly professional interpre-
tations. Selected parts of the translated text were pub-
lished in Munich (1995) in “Orthodoxes Forum”, #42. At
present, the complete translation is in print. L. Aleksidze
worked successfully in Bochum, Paris, London, Princeton,
Saarbrücken. Her work abroad has been supported by
European and American grants.

Translatory tradition continues in Georgia: the well-
known translator B. Bregvadze has published in Geor-
gian nearly all the works of Plato, pseudo-Longinus, Pas-
cal and Machiavelli. D. Labuchidze, scientific worker of
the Institute of Philosophy, has translated into Georgian
famous works of J. J. Rousseau, M. Montaigne,
Ch. Montesquieu, E. Durkheim, M. Foucault, and others.
Supported by the French Embassy in Georgia, she has
published a series of popular booklets on great philoso-
phers (Kant, Hegel, Rousseau, Mamardashvili, Rozanov,
and others).

M. Dolidze (Institute of Philosophy) established pro-
ductive collaboration with London and Oxford Universi-
ties on the basis of the joint program of the British and
Georgian Academies of Sciences. He continued collabora-
tion with American philosophers, initiated by
N. Chavchavadze, K. Katsitadze and T. Bochorishvili. Sup-
ported by American Phenomenologists in 2004, M. Dolidze

published a book on “Phenomenology of Quantum Phys-
ics and the Stream of Consciousness in Polyphonic Fic-
tion” [32]. In 2005 he published the article “Phenomeno-
logical Thinking in in 20th Century Georgian Philosophy”.
M. Dolidze participates in seminars of Philosophical Cen-
tres (London, Oxford, Rome, Washington). In 2006 he
founded the “Phenomenological Society of Georgia”.

Undoubtedly, the talent and diligence of young Geor-
gian scholars resulted in a bilateral Conference held in
1993. The Conference was not left without continuation:
in 2001 the Proceedings of the Conference were published
in a wonderful collection “Self, Singularity, Subjectivity”,
edited by Th. Kobush, B. Moisisch, and O. Summerel. In
2004, on the basis of Prof. W. Geerling’s seminars, the
book “Commentaries on the Antiquity and Middle Ages
(vol. 2). New Essays on Their Understanding” (Editors:
W. Geerling and Ch. Schulze. Leiden - Boston) was pub-
lished [33]. In both collections nearly half of the authors
are Georgian scholars. The third collection on the “Prob-
lem of Freedom” is now in press.

The aforementioned trend should not be perceived as
Georgian philosophers turning away from Russian phi-
losophy and Russian culture in general. Despite the fact
that philosophers in Russia endure the same financial prob-
lems as we do, the S. Tsereteli Institute of Philosophy tries
not to sever the existing ties, though they are obviously
weakened. During the period of 2001-2005 Georgian phi-
losophers, in cooperation with their colleagues from St.
Petersburg and Moscow, organized four international con-
ferences and symposiums. The Proceedings of these con-
ferences have been published in six volumes of collected
articles printed in Tbilisi and St. Petersburg; namely:
“Alienation of Man in the Perspective of World Globaliza-
tion” (St. Petersburg, 2001, in Russian); “Perspectives of
Man in the Globalizing World” (St. Petersburg, 2003, in
Russian); “Russia and Georgia: Dialogue and the Kin-
ship of Cultures” (Tbilisi, 2003, in Russian); “Man: Inter-
relation of the National and the Common to All Man-
kind” (St. Petersburg, 2004, in Russian); “Man of the
Post-Soviet World” (St. Petersburg, 2005, in Russian).
More than 50 papers by Georgian philosophers dealing
with a wide range of topical actual problems of Philoso-
phy have been printed in these Collections. Readers’
special interest was aroused by the following papers:
“Peculiarities of the Philosophical Analysis of the Prob-
lem of Man’s Destination” by T. Buachidze, “On the Se-
mantics of a Partial Description of the Possible Worlds”
by M. Bezhanishvili, “Interpretation of One of the Argu-
ments in Aristotle Prior Analytics by L. Mchedlishvili,
“The Problem of Intercultural Dialogue in the Globaliza-
tion Process” by T. Mtibelashvili, “The System of Values
Common to All Mankind in the Globalization Process”
by I. Kalandia, and others.

In 1991, after the official restoration of Georgia’s in-
dependence, special importance attched to the compila-
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tion of textbooks that would not be restricted by ideo-
logical frames. It would not be exaggerated if we say that
nearly every school, institute or university started to
compile their own textbooks or translate foreign textbooks
on their own choice. A real function and new value were
ascribed to the importance of philosophical outlook by
society, especially by young people. It became possible
to show the real, antiauthoritarian (i.e. critical) essence
of philosophy. It was not an easy thing, though. In search-
ing for ways of fulfilling this idea, contradictions still
exist, but this process little by little shapes out a possi-
bility of seeing a common basis for various positions, a
common basis that will establish its own position for
Georgian culture in the irreversible process of contempo-
rary globalization. The history of philosophy, as the phe-
nomenology of the human mind, is an indispensable prin-
ciple of this search. This refers to the history of philoso-
phy in general and to the history of philosophy in Geor-
gia, as well.

In 1993, Javakhishvili University published “Essays
on the History of Philosophy” (M.Chelidze, Rezo
Gordeziani et al.). The same year a thesis on Heidegger

was defended for the first time in Georgia (Gigi Tevzadze).
In 1998 M. Chelidze published “Philosophy of Hellenism
in the Time of Early Christianity”. In the 1990s the
S.Tsereteli Institute of Philosophy started to work on a
four-volume edition of “The History of Georgian Philo-
sophical Thought” (Editor-in-Chief: Sh. Khidasheli, Man-
aging Secretary: M. Makharadze). The first volume cov-
ers the 4th-12th centuries; it was published in 1996, the
fourth volume – in 2003, the third volume is being pre-
pared for publcation. It can be said that at present in
Georgia those who are interested in philosophy can fa-
miliarize themselves with the ongoing investigations, get
acquainted with their results and, if they choose so, can
search for their own way.

Philosophers in Georgia hope that, on the grounds
of world-view analysis of the fantastic achievements of
contemporary basic and experimental sciences, the 21st
century philosophy, as a next attempt to establish a well-
founded outlook, will be able to overcome another nihil-
ism towards philosophy, i.e., it will assimilate Hegelian
faith in the possibilities of human cognition, but will give
Socratic evaluation to each particular achievement of man.

filosofia

filosofia Tanamedrove saqarTveloSi

guram TevzaZe

akademiis wevri, saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa erovnuli akademia

termini “Tanamedrove” winamdebare werilSi

gulisxmobs saqarTveloSi profesiuli filoso-

fiis 16 saukunovani arsebobis im periods,

romelic iwyeba i. stalinis gardacvalebis (1953)

Semdeg. am droidan totaluri ideologiuri

diqtati mniSvnelovnad sustdeba da iqmneba

SemoqmedebiTi ideologiuri muSaobis meti

SesaZlebloba. 50-iani wlebis meore naxevrisa

da 60-iani wlebis filosofiuri kvleva-Ziebis

gamorCeuli nayofiereba yofili sabWoTa kavSiris

farglebSi, saboloo angariSSi, am viTarebas

ukavSirdeba.

saerTaSoriso donis iseT moazrovneebs,

rogorebic iyvnen S. nucubiZe, s. danelia, k. baq-

raZe, l. gokieli da sxv., SesaZlebloba miecaT

sakuTari kvlevis Sedegebis gamoqveynebisa ro-

gorc qarTul, aseve rusul da e.w. Soreuli

sazRvargareTis enebze (inglisuri, germanuli,

franguli, polonuri, Cexuri, iaponuri).

am periodSi daafuZna S. nucubiZem ̀ qarTuli

filosofiis istoria~ (t. I, 1956, t. II, 1957)

rogorc mecnierebis dargi, daiwyo k. baqraZis

cnobili seminarebi Tanamedrove filosofiis

istoriaSi, Camoyalibda s. wereTlis “dialeqti-
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kuri logika”, l. gokielis “Zireuli daskvnebis

Teoria”. z.kakabaZis originaluri Teoria adamia-

nis problemaze, o. jioevis koncefcia kulturis

Sesaxeb da sxv. 1965 wels SesaZlebeli gaxda

saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa akademiis filosofiis

institutis bazaze Catarebuliyo pirveli

sakavSiro konferencia Rirebulebis proble-

mebze. es, SeiZleba iTqvas, iyo pirveli oficia-

luri gamarjveba totalitarul ideologiaze:

anTropologiam da Rirebulebis problemam daiw-

yo oficialuri statusis miReba marqsistul

filosofiaSi.

aRniSnulis safuZvelze 60-iani wlebis da-

sasrulisaTvis SesaZlebeli gaxda sabWoTa kav-

Siris gavlenis qveS myof qveynebs Soris dek-

larirebul e.w. “socialisturi megobrobis”,

ufro Rrma, mecnieruli SinaarsiT gamdidreba.

saqarTvelosTan mimarTebaSi es, upirveles yov-

lisa, iTqmis f. Sileris ienis universitetze.

am TanamSromlobis safuZvelze Catarda rigi

mniSvnelovani samecniero konferenciebisa kan-

tisa da hegelis Sesaxeb. aseve gamoqveynda qarTvel

mkvlevarTa publikaciebi berlinSi, ienaSi, vai-

marSi, kaliningradSi (kionigsbergi). am perio-

dis qarTuli filosofiis kvlevis Sedegebis

analizi da maRali Sefaseba gamoqveynda cnobil

JurnalSi “narkvevebi sabWoTa azrovnebis Sesa-

xeb” (1978, 4.). avtori eTanxmeba qarTuli filo-

sofiis im Sefasebas, romelic cnobilma polo-

nelma filosofosma e.m.boxenskim daafiqsira

1963w. da romlis azriTac Tbilisi aRmosavleT

evropaSi filosofiuri kvlevis mniSvnelovan

centrs warmoadgenda. statiis avtori, kentakis

universitetis filosofiur programaTa maSin-

deli direqtori, prof. eS goubari (dab.1930)

eTanxmeba amgvar Sefasebas da sakmaod dawvri-

lebiT axasiaTebs Semdgom periodSi saqarTve-

loSi SemoqmedebiTi filosofiuri kvlevis

Sedegebs.

saqarTvelos mier damoukideblobis aRdgeni-

saTvis brZolis procesSi, miuxedavad gausaZlisi

ekonomikuri da socialuri pirobebisa, dasav-

leTgermaneli kolegebis daxmarebiT, i. javaxi-

Svilis universitetis filosofiisa da fsiqo-

logiis fakultetis dekanis o. gabiZaSvilis

(1927-2003) da axalgazrda politologis T. fi-

fias (1958-1996) ZalisxmeviT kavSiri damyarda q.

gisenis universitetis kaTolikuri Teologiis

fakultetTan. rigi mosamzadebeli Sexvedrebisa

dagvirgvinda saerTaSoriso konferenciiT Temaze

”msoflmxedveloba, rwmena, adamianis Rirseba”

(Tbilisi, 1990), romlis moxsenebebi gamoqveynda

qarTulad da germanulad. saqarTveloSi filo-

sofiuri kvleva-Ziebis momdevno etapad unda

CaiTvalos q. boxumis ruris universitetTan

kavSiri. boxumSi muSaobis dros axalgazrda qar-

Tvelma filosofosma m. beriaSvilma moaxerxa

saqarTveloSi mimdinare filosofiuri muSaobiT

daeinteresebina cnobili profesorebi T. kobuSi

da b. moiziSi (dRes saqarTvelos mecnierebaTa

erovnuli akademiis ucxoeli wevrebi). maTi dax-

marebiTa da monawileobiT qarTuli kulturi-

saTvis mniSvnelovani saerTaSoriso konferencia

(“TviTi, singularoba, subieqturoba. neopla-

tonizmidan germanul idealizmamde”) Catarda

1998w. Tbilissa da tabaxmelaSi), moxsenebebi

gamoqveynda 2002w. germanulad. am warmatebuli

Sexvedris Sedegi iyo, rom i. WavWavaZis saxel-

mwifo universitetSi gagrZelda yovelwliuri

Sexvedrebi da leqcia-seminarebi, rogorc Tbi-

lisSi, ise boxumSi. paralelurad xdeboda da

xdeba qarTveli axalgazrebis ganswavla boxumSi.

am procesis erT-erTi gamoxatuleba iyo qarT-

veli mkvlevarebis monawileoba prof v. geerlin-

gsis seminarebSi. es aisaxa 2004w. brilis gamom-

cemlobaSi gamoqveynebul krebulSi `antiku-

robisa da Sua saukuneebis komentarebi. t. 2.

axali wvlili maT kvlevaSi~).

winamdebare statiaSi naCvenebia axalgazrda

qarTvel filosofosTa nayofieri muSaobis

Sedegebi germaniis sxva qalaqebSi, aseve safran-

geTSi, ruseTSi, inglisSi, amerikaSi. SeiZleba

iTqvas, rom dRes saqarTveloSi profesiuli

kvleva mimdinareobs Tanamedrove filosofiis

TiTqmis yvela aqtualur problemaze. saqarT-

velos filosofosebi darwmunebuli arian, rom

XXI saukunis filosofia SesZlebs filosofi-

isadmi morigi nihilizmis mogeriebas da imedov-

neben, rom axali filosofia gaiTavisebs gonebis

SesaZleblobebis hegeliseul rwmenas da, amasTa-

nave, gonebis yoveli konkretuli monapovris

sokratisebur Sefasebas.
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